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live train status

Bluff Magazine's 2008 Online Player of The Year was announced as David Chicotsky.
Chicotsky, 29, had per year in which his online winnings totaled over $1 million. While that
could be a lot more than sufficient for many people, Chicotsky is looking for even bigger things
in 2009. What may be surprising though is that he has his aspirations for earning money from
the tournament tables he's ruled for yesteryear months. Along with partner Ari Engel, known
better as, "Bodog Ari", Chicotsky will unveil the Maven Poker Training System. This will have
two phases one online and another on-site live in Las Vegas, NV. live train status
Phase one will give attention to a virtual training platform. This will allow players to understand
from the capability of their home any moment they wish. You will have step-by-step lessons
laying out the exact system that allowed the Maven to attain his superstar status. The website
will also have blogs, video blogs, forums, and downloads for offline study. To complete this
portion, pupils must pass exams to check their mastery of the Maven's poker system.
Announced cost because of this portion has been $1,000.
After completion of phase one, students will undoubtedly be expected to move onto the next
phase. That is primarily live training with Engel and Chicotsky at their Las Vegas
headquarters. Players who arrive will undoubtedly be treated to 8 hours of live one using one
poker training. Tournaments will undoubtedly be running all day long and simulcast on the
numerous 30-inch monitors throughout the facility. While careful never to permit collusion,
players can have their sessions recorded and replayed for review and analysis. There is a two
day minimum because of this portion. Live training costs $1,500 each day, but participants do
receive food and lodging included.train running status
The conclusion results from both these areas of the Maven poker training system is to make a
player who feels comfortable playing facing some type of computer monitor and at the last
table of the World Number of Poker. The key is to manage to make the same play required
based on situation. There is not plenty of room for making a guts play. This enables a person
to play massive levels of MTT's online. Also, it helps ease intimidation factor when playing a
live hold em tournament. If you should be ready and willing to fund learning from the best
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player in online poker, this may be the decision for you. Find out if you should be having
success from the virtual training before paying to get out to Las Vegas to study. Hopefully, you
will be able to pay your path with with your online winnings.


